
 

 

The Smíchov centre to contemporary art prepared 
a special program for Prague Museum Night 2016 
 
7 June, Prague - MeetFactory The 13th edition of Prague Museum Night will take place on 
Saturday 11 June. MeetFactory didn't want to stay behind and prepared a program which 
doesn't let you fall asleep: two art show openings, guided tours, open studios and afterparty 
till early morning. We are starting at 7 pm!   
 MeetFactory Gallery will present from 7 pm an exhibition titled Enacting Stillness 
that includes a group of visual and performance artists who are engaged with stillness, 
stoppage, and slowing down in the context of performance. Participating artists: Rehan 
Ansari, Nicolás Dumit Estévez, Brendan Fernandes, Yoko Inoue, Kirsten 
Justesen, Claudia Joskowicz, Clifford Owens, Jan Pfeiffer, Emily Roysdon and Roman Štetina. Kostka Gallery will open at 8 pm the exhibition ULTRA HIGH TURBA TURBO III 
(background noise) by residential artist Iza Tarasewicz (PL).  
 The residency and exhibition of Iza Tarasewicz in Kostka Gallery are supported by the 
International Visegrad Fund and by Polish Institute in Prague. 
 The stage reading of Rehan Ansari´s new play Unburdened  directed by its author will 
be presented from 7:25 pm in collaboration with the MeetFactory Theatre. Cast: Ondřej 
Novák, Daniela Voráčková.  
Throughout the whole evening will be open the studios our current artists-in-residence. In 
their studios you can meet: Alicja Rogalska (PL), Cristina David (RO), Urban Space 
Epics (US), Anne-Claire Barriga (FR), Iza Tarasewicz (PL), Alice de Mont (BE), Anna 
Konjetzky (DE), Robert Šalanda (CZ) a Viktor Valášek (CZ). 
 The part of the evening will be the guided tour at 9 pm through the residential 1st floor 
with the curator of the MeetFactory artist-in-residency program Zuzana Jakalová.  
 Prague Museum Night 2016 official afterparty from 11 pm till early morning will present 
the up-and-coming stars of the experimental electronics scene. The Program features the 
prospector of  the post-internet music universe M.E.S.H. (DE), radical sound experimenter 
KABLAM (SE/DE), producer uncompromising style of club music Why Be (DK/DE) and 
TOLE (DE/CZ) who indulges in original combinations of visual arts and music.   
 
The shows of M.E.S.H., KABLAM and TOLE are supported by the 2016 SHAPE platform, 
co-funded by the Creative Europe programme of the European Union 
 The event starts at 7 p.m., free entry. 
 
More info: http://www.meetfactory.cz/en/program/detail/prazska-muzejni-noc-2016-v-meetfactory 
https://www.facebook.com/events/586513934859117/ 
 
--- Šárka Maroušková → PR Manager  
+420 723 706 249 
sarka.marouskova@meetfactory.cz 
 
MeetFactory is supported in 2016 by a grant from the City of Prague amounting to 
10.000.000 CZ. 


